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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

There are circumstances where the modular inverse 

must be,or it is better determined with no multipli 

cation tasks. These include if the accessible multiplier 

hardware is moderate. Montgomery modular multipli 

cation,all the more generally alluded to as Montgo 

mery multiplication, is a strategy for performing 

quick modular multiplication. Given two integers an 

and b and modulus N, the old style modular 

multiplication calculation figures the twofold width 

item stomach muscle mod N, and afterward plays 

out a division, subtracting products of N to 

counteract the undesirable high bits until the 

remainder is by and by not as much as N.  

 

Montgomery decrease instead adds products of N to 

counterbalance the low bits until the outcome is a 

various of a helpful(for example intensity of two) 

steady R>N. At that point the low bits are disposed 

of, producing an outcome under 2N. One final 

restrictive subtract decreases this to not as much as 

N.This system maintains a strategic distance from the 

multifaceted nature of remainder digit estimation 

and rectification found in standard division calcula 

tions [1].The outcome is the ideal item separated by 

R, which is less inconvenient than it may show up.To 

duplicate an and b, they are first changed over to 

Montgomery structure or Montgomery portrayal aR 

mod N and bR mod N. Whenever duplicated, these 

produce abR2  

 

 

 

 

 

mod N, and the following Montgomery decrease 

produces abR mod N, the Montgomery type of the 

ideal item. Converting to and from Montgomery 

structure makes this more slows than the customary 

or Barrett decrease calculations for a single duplicate. 

Be that as it may,when performing numerous multip 

lications in succession,as in modular exponentiation, 

intermediate outcomes can be left in Montgomery 

structure, and the initial and final transformations 

become an insignificant part of the general calcu-

lation.  

 

Numerous significant cryptosystems, for example, 

RSA and Diffie–Hellman key trade depend on 

number-crunching tasks modulo a huge number, 

and for these cryptosystems, the calculation by 

Montgomery multiplication is quicker than the 

accessible choices.[2][3] 

 

S.Nema presents multiplier less CORDIC(Coordinate 

Rotation Digital Computer) algorithm based on DCT. 

CORDIC is a main component of shift and add for 

rotation vector and plan which is usually used for 

calculation of trigonometric functions. CORDIC algo 

rithm is efficient area and delay compared to existing 

algorithms. All design is implementation Xilinx 14.1i 

and verified the result [5]. Most cryptographic 

applications require numbers that are hundreds or 

even thousands of bits long. Such numbers are too 

large to be stored in a single machine word. 
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Typically, the hardware performs multiplication mod 

some base B,so performing larger multiplications 

requires combining several small multiplications.The 

baseB is typically2 for micro electronic applications, 

28 for 8-bit firmware, or 232 or 264 for software 

applications. 

 

Fig 1. Low cost High performance MMM VLSI 

architecture. 

 

II.MODULAR MULTIPLICATION 

 
Let’s consider one example of modular based 

multiplication process. (A * B) mod C = (A mod C 

* B mod C) mod C 

Let A=4, B=7, C=6 

Let's verify: (A * B) mod C = (A mod C * B mod C) 

mod C 

LHS= Left Hand Side of the Equation RHS= Right 

Hand Side of the Equation LHS = (A * B) mod C 

LHS = (4 * 7) mod 6 

LHS = 28 mod 6 

LHS = 4 

RHS = (A mod C * B mod C) mod C RHS = (4 mod 6 * 

7 mod 6) mod 6 

RHS = (4 * 1) mod 6 

RHS = 4 mod 6 

RHS = 4 

LHS = RHS = 4 

 

Proof for Modular Multiplication 

We will prove that (A * B) mod C = (A mod C * B mod 

C) mod C 

We must show that LHS = RHS 

From the quotient remainder theorem we can write A 

and B as: 

A = C * Q1 + R1 where 0 ≤ R1 < C and Q1 is some 

integer. A mod C = R1 B = C * Q2 + R2 where 0 ≤ R2 

< C and Q2 is some integer. B mod C = R2 LHS = (A 

* B) mod C 

LHS = ((C * Q1 + R1 ) * (C * Q2 + R2) ) mod C 

LHS = (C * C * Q1 * Q2 + C * Q1 * R2 + C * Q2 * R1 + 

R1 * R 2 ) mod C LHS = (C * (C * Q1 * Q2 + Q1 * R2 + 

Q2 * R1) + R1 * R 2 ) mod C 

 

We can eliminate the multiples of C when we take 

the mod C 

LHS = (R1 * R2) mod C 

Next let's do the RHS 

RHS = (A mod C * B mod C) mod C 

RHS = (R1 * R2 ) mod C 

Therefore RHS = LHS 

LHS = RHS = (R1 * R2 ) mod C  

 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
 

 
Fig 2. Flow Chart. 

 

Steps- 

 Proposed MMM consists of one level configurable 

carry save adder (CCSA) architecture. 

 In proposed MMM, there are A and B input bits 

and N is Modulus bit. 

 Apply input bits as well as modulus bit in CCSA 

architecture. 

 Now it process input bits and perform operation. 

 Generate save sum (SS) and save carry (SC) 

 This process continues till Nth number of iteration. 

 Sum will save after every iteration and carry will 

be zero at the k+5 repetitions. 
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 Finally, SS[k +5] in binary format is outputted 

 when SC[k + 5] is equal to 0 

 

In figure 2, A configurable CSA (CCSA), which could 

be one full-adder or two serial half-adders, is 

proposed to reduce the extra clock cycles for 

operand pre computation and format conversion by 

half, The proposed multiplier used one-level CCSA 

architecture and skipped the unnecessary carry-save 

addition operations to largely reduce the critical path 

delay and required clock cycles for completing one 

MM operation 

 

It is assume m={mn−1mn−2…m0} is normalized, that 

is ½ d≤mn−1<d or ½ d n−1≤ m< d n. It is normally 

the case with RSA moduli.If not,it is have to 

normalize it:replace m with 2km.  

 

A modular reduction step (discussed below) fixes the  

result: having Rk=a mod 2km  calculated, 

R Rk−q•m, where q is computed from the leading 

digits of Rk and 2km. These de/normalization steps 

are only performed at the beginning and end of the 

calculations (in case of an exponentiation chain), so 

the amortized cost is negligible. 

 

IV. SIMULATION AND RESULT 

 
The simulation studies involve the deterministic RTL 

circuit as shownin Figure3 and 4.The proposed MMM 

implemented with Xilinx 14.7 software using verilog 

programming language. 

 

 
Fig 3. Top module of proposed MMM. 

 

Figure3present top module of Montgomery Modular 

Multiplication;it is designed for 192 bits. Other pin 

configuration is also showing in this diagram. 

In figure4 present Register Transfer Level module of 

Montgomery Modular Multiplication, in which many 

input output lines and output lines connected with 

various blocks. 

Fig 4. RTL view of proposed MMM. 

 

In figure 5, showing result, on the bases of critical 

path delay reduction, clock cycle number reduction, 

and quotient pre computation mentioned above, a 

new SCS-based Montgomery MM algorithm using 

one-level CCSA architecture is proposed to 

significantly reduce the required clock cycles for 

completing one MM.   

 

Fig 5. Result validation in test bench for proposed 

MMM. 

 

qi+1 and qi+2 must be generated in the i th 

iteration, the iterative index i of Montgomery MM 

will start from −1 instead of 0 and the corresponding 

initial values of ˆq and ˆA must be set to 0. 

Furthermore, the original for loop is replaced with 

the while loop in SCS-MM-New algorithm to skip 

some unnecessary iterations when skipi+1=1.  
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In addition, the ending number of iterations in SCS-

MM-New algorithm is changed to k + 4 instead of k 

+1. This is because B is replaced withˆB and thus 

three extra iterations for computing division by two 

are necessary to ensure the correctness of 

Montgomery MM.In the while loop, The compu 

tations of qi+1, qi+2, and skipi+1 in next step and 

the selections of ˆA , ˆ q, and i in next steps can be 

carried out in parallel. The right-shift operations of 

next steps will be delayed to next clock cycle to 

reduce the critical path delay of corresponding 

hardware architecture. 

 

Fig 6. Result validation in different valises for 

proposed MMM. 

 

In figure6 showing, various values to check output 

authentication. If SS and SC give 00 in output then it 

shows that proposed MMM give accurate result. The 

carry propagation addition operations of B+N and 

the format conversion are performed by the one-

level carry save adder(CSA) architecture of the MSCS-

MM multiplier through repeatedly executing the 

carry-save addition (SS,SC) = SS+SC+0 until SC=0 

 

Table 1. Simulation Parameter and Comparison with 

previous work. 

Sr No Parameter Previous Work Proposed Work 

1 Method CSA(Carry save 

adder) 

CCSA(Configurabl

e Carry save 

adder) and Semi 

Carry Save (SCS) 

2 Area 46% 40% 

3 Delay 5.60ns 3.768ns 

4 Power 0.065mW 0.042mW 

5 Time 35 Sec 30.00 Sec 

Table1 is showing comparison of proposed work with 

previous work, so it can be seen that proposed work 

gives better result than existing work. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 
This Montgomery Modular multiplier proved to be 

efficient in the case of area as well as timing cons 

traints. But one more operation of multiplication and 

modular operation have to be done.  

 

In the parallel operation, for every Montgomery 

modular multiplier there is additional operation for 

multiplication and modular operation, which can be 

avoided by pre-computing R n*M mod p where M is 

the number of multiplier required and storing that 

value in a register. This will reduce the clock cycle as 

well as area in the chip. 

 

 The pre computation and the format conversion 

process may lead to additional clock cycles this can 

increase the critical path, so if the CSA can do a three 

input addition the additional clock cycles required 

for the mentioned processes can be made half. Thus 

the Montgomery multiplier will be having higher 

efficiency and the hardware takes small area. 
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